A scalar model of glueball is considered. The model is based on two scalar fields approximation for SU(3) non-Abelian Lagrangian. The approach to approximation makes use of the assumption that 2 and 4-points Green's functions are described in terms of some two scalar fields. The model is described via non-perturbative method due to value of coupling constant, which does not permit us using of Feynman diagrams and therefore of perturbative methods. Asymptotical behaviour of the scalar fields are obtained. Profiles of these fileds calculated for a range of values of a parameter of the problem is given. Detailed numerical investigation of corresponding equations describing this model is performed. The dependence of the glueball mass vs parameters of scalar fields is shown. Comparison of characteristics of glueball obtained in our two-scalar model and predictions of other models and experimental data for glueball is performed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, one of the main problems of quantum chromodynamics (QCD) is the problem of glueball -a controversial object whose existence is fully admitted, though details of its model are still under question. Glueball represents a model for a new hadron which is created by self-interacting gluonic fields. In a sense, a glueball can be imagined as a blob of gluonic fields, and this causes difficulties in working with the model. Particularly, the model of glueball can be described only in the realm of QCD, since in this case we deal with gluonic fields. The non-dimensional coupling constant of SU(3) nonabelian gauge theory is the base for QCD, and the latter being strongly nonlinear theory requires the constant to be greater than 1. Thus, mathematically, this condition stipulates that we can not use Feynman diagram method, namely, the perturbative quantum field theory. The matter is that the method can be used only in case of weak interactions, in which dimensionless coupling constant < 1. Therefore, the problem lies in that for description of the model we must use non-perturbative methods of quantum field theory. For example, in Ref's [1, 2] the authors consider the glueball decay rates in the Witten-Sakai-Sugimoto model, a holographic top-down approach for QCD with chiral quarks in Witten's holographic model of nonsupersymmetric Yang-Mills theory.
At the present time, experimental search of lightest glueball is conducted based on assessments of its mass, which lies in the range of 1000-1700 MeV (see Ref. [3] for the experimental and theoretical status of glueball). Although, it is necessary to mention that experimental search did not reveal any strong evidence of existence of glueball.
In Ref's [4, 5] an approximated approach was proposed for the non-perturbative quantisation in QCD. In this approach given SU(3) Lagrangian is turned into Lagrangian of two scalar fields using some assumptions. These fields describe two and four point Green functions entering the initial Lagrangian. Hence, we obtain simplified description of gluonic fields in the form of two scalar fields.
II. SCALAR TOY MODEL OF GLUEBALL
A glueball is a hypothetical composite particle that consists solely of non-Abelian SU(3) gauge field, without valence quarks. The existence of a glueball is consequence of the self-interaction of gluons within quantum chromodynamics. Nonlinear self-interaction of gluons in QCD leads to possibility of the existence of a color-neutral state made of gluons only, which was called glueball. Glueball is also thought as a bound state of gluons, and it's properties cannot be described within a perturbative approach to QCD. Glueball remains an obscure object over thirty years after QCD was used to predict such a state. It is well known that the gluon condensate, from which glueball is thought to be made of, can only be determined in a nonperturbative formulation of QCD. So far various attempts have been made to determine gluon condensate from first principles [6] , [7] . We refer the reader to Ref. [8] for more details.
Our main idea is to write an effective Lagrangian. This Lagrangian is obtained from the Lagrangian of SU(3) non-Abelian gauge theory. In order to do this, we first separate SU(3) color degrees of freedom into two parts: subgroup SU(2) ⊂ SU(3) and coset SU(3)/SU(2). Then we average the SU(3) Lagrangian using some assumptions and approximation. Our approximation is based on the main assumption that the 2 and 4-points Green's functions are described in terms of some scalar fields φ and χ due to the following relations:
where a, b, c, d = 1, 2, 3 are SU (2) 
where g is the dimesionless coupling constant; λ 1,2 , m 1,2 are some parameters; the signature of the spacetime metrics is (+, −, −, −). The effective Lagrangian (8) is an approximation to the nonperturbatively quantized SU(3) gauge theory. Quantities entering the Lagrangian (8) have the following meanings and origins:
• the scalar fields φ and χ describe nonperturbatively quantized SU(2) and coset SU(3)/SU(2) degrees of freedom, correspondingly;
• the terms ∇ µ φ∇ µ φ and ∇ µ χ∇ µ χ are the result of the nonperturbative quantum averaging of (∇ µ A B ν ) 2 in the initial SU(3) Lagrangian;
• the terms φ 4 and χ 4 are the result of the nonperturbative quantum averaging of
• the term φ 2 χ 2 is the result of the nonperturbative quantum averaging of
• m 1,2 appear to be closure coefficients;
• the terms φ 2 m 2 1 , χ 2 m 2 2 arise due to the closure coefficients m 1,2 . Using the Lagrangian (8), we derive the associated field equations describing glueball in the following form:
In Ref. [5] the spherically symmetric solution to equations (9) and (10) is considered. This ball serves as a nonperturbative scalar model of a glueball. It is shown in Ref. [5] that such solutions with finite energy do exist.
Here we want to investigate these solutions in more details.
III. TWO SCALAR MODEL OF GLUEBALL
Our model is described by a system of equations for coupled scalar fields (9)-(10). In order to describe glueball we consider the spherical symmetric case. Let us rewrite the equations in the dimensionless form
here (11)- (12) can not be solved analytically and therefore we will solve them using numerical methods.
A. Behaviour of the scalar fields at the origin and at infinity
Numerical analysis shows that the asymptotical behaviour of the scalar fields is as follows
Taking into account the asymptotical behaviour (13) and equations (11) and (12) we can find the asymptotical behaviour of the scalar fields
where φ ∞ , χ ∞ are some constants. Near the origin, the scalar fields change according to the following laws:
where
B. Numerical solution
The numerical analysis shows us that regular solutions of (11)-(12) exist for some special case of parameters m 1,2 only. It means that we have to consider these equations' set as a non-linear eigenvalue problem for eigenvalues m 1,2 and eigenfunctions φ(x), χ(x). The solution to the system of equations (11)-(12) was obtained via "step by step" method, when approximate solution is improved in every following step.
Firstly, we expanded the system of equations near the origin using Taylor series, and got the boundary conditions
The system of equations (11)-(12) was solved as a non-linear eigenvalue problem in which values of the following parameters were sought: m 1,2 . Other parameters except χ 0 in the system of equations were set to appropriate values:
while χ 0 was varied in the range of values from 0.05 to 50. For every χ 0 we got appropriate eigenvalues of m 1,2 which are given in Table I . Profiles of solutions for a range of χ 0 values are given in Fig. 1-2 . The dimensionless energy density of the presented solution is
Thus the dimensionless glueball energy is The glueball energies were calculated for each set of χ 0 together with eigenvalues given in Table I , and plotted to Fig. 3 . Also, we have calculated the characteristic sizes x φ,0 , x χ,0 (they characterize the glueball size) for every value χ 0 in the following way
These values are presented in Table II , and plotted to Fig. 4 . Table I . Table II . Dotted curve corresponds to the characteristic sizes of φ(x), while crossed one corresponds to the sizes of χ(x) field.
IV. COMPARISON OF NUMERICAL VALUES OF OUR MODEL WITH THAT OF OTHER MODELS
Now we want to compare the energy of glueball of our model with that of obtained in other models. We considered the models reviewed in Ref. [3] which gives the mass for the lightest glueball within the range of 1000 -1700 MeV. For comparison, we considered one of them with the mass of 1500 MeV. First, we calculated φ 0 parameter from the energy taken from Ref [3] . After that, we calculated the same constant from characteristic size of a glueball which supposedly is the radius of a proton, i.e. 1 fermi, Eq. (27).
where m g =1500 MeV is the glueball mass; g ≈ 1; x 0 is dimensionless characteristic radius of a glueball taken from our model, which is roughly taken equal to 10, we have taken this value because this number represents the characteristic size of the region where scalar fields φ(x), χ(x) are concentrated (i.e. radius of glueball), see Table II , Fig. 4 for details;Ẽ is dimensionless energy calculated for given eigenvalues m 1,2 and parameter χ 0 ; r 0 is the numerical value of radius of proton, namely, 1 fermi. The value of φ 0 we obtained for the mass of 1500 MeV and for χ 0 =0.05, φ 0 ≈ 10 15 cm −1 and φ 0 calculated from the data of our model is φ 0 ≈ 10 16 cm −1 . We can see that these values are in good agreement, taking into account that we compared the values qualitatively.
V. CONCLUSIONS AND DISCUSSION
Thus, we have investigated the solutions describing glueball approximately in the approach of two scalar fields. We have obtained the set of regular solutions having finite energy. Every solution has a good asymptotic behaviour, bringing us to the finite energy of this configuration of φ(x), χ(x) fields. We have shown that when χ 0 parameter is decreased, the region in which φ(x), χ(x) fields are concentrated grows and correspondingly when the parameter is increased the sizes of the region decrease. Physically, this means that in our approximate model the size of glueball depends on χ 0 parameter in the way we described. We have also investigated the dependence of glueball energy on χ 0 parameter. We have shown that when χ 0 → 0 the energy decreases and correspondingly when χ 0 → ∞ the energy blows up.
It is significant to note that having dependence on χ 0 parameter of the energy of glueball, one can investigate statistical properties of glueball which has thermal contact with thermostat. In such case, glueball will play a role of statistical object , in which fluctuations of energy occur due to thermal contact with thermostat. Specificity of such investigation is in that we have statistical quantum object consisting not of quantum particles but of fluctuating quantum fields. From mathematical point of view this means that we have to calculate statistical sum for nonperturbative quantised object. Such problem represents a complicated issue as well as any other problem in the area of non-perturbative quantisation.
